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Introduction
I have a lot of respect for the Lee Enfield as it is a excellent rifle and I have owned most models at one time or another
throughout my Armourer career, however, because I work on Lee Enfield’s on a daily basis, I have to be honest and
say they have become rather routine and therefore I only have three rifles remaining in my collection. I have a replica
Canadian No4T, a heavy barrelled No4 in .308 with a thumbhole stock and a recent addition, the Lithgow M24.

Until now, I did not know the M24 existed, I had never read about them and needless to say I had not seen one in the
flesh.  However, when surfing a UK firearms website, I first saw the rifle and dismissed it as a sporterised SMLE No1
Mk3. A few weeks later the owner of the website contacted me in relation to another matter and for reasons I cant
recall, I mentioned a Lee Enfield in .22 Hornet. I know of No4’s converted in to .38, .45 ACP, .44 Mag, 5.56mm and of
course .308, but never in .22 Hornet. With my interest renewed, I revisited the website and noticed the small
magazine, but was still not hooked and therefore did some more research on the Internet. There was not much to see,
some history on the Forums, a few pictures and some information on a Australian Police website, however it was
enough to highlight that in the UK at least, this was an unusual and relatively rare rifle.

Whilst I will go into the M24 in far more technical detail over the next few pages, in summary the M24 is a reclaimed
SMLE receiver, with a modified magazine well, Hornet magazine and new 25¼” .22 Hornet barrel. Readers must
remember that in the late 40’s the .22 Hornet was the popular “hot” .22 of the period as the .222 Remington did not
entering the shooting scene until 1950. This particular rifle has the serial number 601, was built on a BSA SMLE No1
Mk3* manufactured in 1916. Barrel, bolt and action where in good condition, but the rifle had been tampered with
over the years and therefore required considerable restoration to it original specification.

History
None of my firearms literature, makes any reference to the M24, although I did find a few lines referencing the rifle in
Ian Skinnerton’s Australian SMLE variations booklet. Most information that I was able to identify, was available on the
various Internet forums and therefore should be treated with the customary caution as to its accuracy. From what I
can ascertain Lithgow only utilised SMLE No1 Mk3* receivers that where in plentiful supply after the end of the Second
World War. Designed in 1947, the first order for 4000 Model 24's began in March 1949 for Slazenger Australia Pty, with
production continuing until the end of 1960 with 7690 rifles being produced.

Sales where mostly in Australia and New Zealand (retailed by Slazenger), with the odd rifle making it further afield to
the UK, however I have found no evidence that rifles were sold into the US. This may to be expected as the world was
awash with cheap surplus bolt action rifles in this time period and the M24 may have struggled to find a successful
market.

Initial range test
Before I plunged into a full restoration, I took the rifle to the range to ascertain its performance and identify any major
accuracy or functional problems. For this initial range test I was limited to a 30m zeroing range. Shooting prone
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supported, using the original  iron
sights. For a rifle that had not been
serviced for a millennia and had
been “tampered” with by some
amateur who didn't have a glue as
to the damage he was causing, it
shot surprisingly well and I made
the decision to retain and restore
the rifle.

Barrel
The barrel is a 25¼” moly chromi-
um steel barrel, with a round
crown, four groove and a 1 in 16
twist rate. The barrel profile is sim-
ilar to the standard .303 with the
knox form and then tapering from
20mm (0.79”) to 17mm (0.67”) at
the muzzle. On this particular rifle
it has British proof marks and
stamped .22 Hornet. Approximate-
ly half way on the left side of the
barrel is the text “Made by Lithgow
Small Arms factory for Slazengers
(Aust) pty LTD, Model 24 chambered for 22 Hornet HV car-
tridge proved barrel steel”.

The rearsight is typically SMLE however the ramp has been replaced with a new ramp,
graduated from 100-400 yards, however the elevation slider has the ability to run the full
length of the ramp. As shown in this picture the rifle has the rearsight protector fitted which is
not standard, was fitted more recently and was not fitted by Lithgow. You may have assumed
the rearsight would have been fitted in the same way as the SMLE, however you would be

mistaken as some “butcher” welded the protector to the
barrel and carved out the stock to obtain sufficient clear-
ance.

Naturally this hideous alteration had to be repaired and
therefore the protector and its weld was removed, the barrel
re-profiled, re-blued and the woodwork repaired.

The muzzle has been fitted with foresight ramp which ac-
cepts the SMLE range of foresight blades and is slotted for a
tubular foresight protector which was missing at the time of
purchase and has now been replaced. Whilst the original
SMLE serial number is retained and used for security regis-
tration purposes, Lithgow did renumber their rifles with a
stamp on the knox form and which can seen in the image as
601.
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The barrel clamp is retained as can be seen in the image and is used as the front master screw, together with an
integral sling swivel.

Upper Receiver
Whilst most readers conversant with Lee Enfield rifles will instantly
recognise the SMLE receiver, you should be aware there are subtle
differences. The basic Lee Enfield No1 MkIII* receiver is retained,
however the charger bridge has been partially removed, with only the
left side remaining. The right side of the bridge has been completely
removed leaving the two rivet holes vacant but these are hidden by the
woodwork. The remaining section of the bridge is retained to blank the

rivet holes and the text .22 Hornet
is stamped on the upper most flat.

Below the remaining section of
charger bridge is the ejector. This
has been replaced by the screw re-
taining ejector spring, its spring and
forward of this is the new ejector,
which is located under the thumb
groove. The new ejector takes into

account the much shorter Hornet case and rotates around an axis pin,
located in the thumb groove. Originally only fitted with iron sights,
many rifles have been updated with Field or Parker Hale scope mounts
and this rifle is no exception as can be seen with the two thumb screws
above.

The trigger guard has been extensively modified and this will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the next paragraph, however the original
trigger, its spring and the mounting screws have  been retained.

The trigger works in the same manner as the original SMLE, providing
a first & second pull as the sear is drawn down the cocking piece bent.
With the fitting of the new Hornet magazine housing, the old .303
magazine is made redundant, however the magazine release catch is
still required as it provides seating for the sear spring. To maintain
seating for the spring, the original magazine catch is reduced in length
to avoid it striking the new magazine housing as can be seen in the left
hand image.

Magazine Housing
The magazine housing is a completely new component designed to
accommodate the Savage 23D .22 Hornet magazine and is welded into
the original trigger guard. Its design provides the correct height and
presentation angle to allow the cartridge to feed, extract and eject,
whilst securing the magazine in place using spring clip.
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Bolt Assembly
The bolt assembly is basically identical to the original SMLE bolt, however there is two minor differences to permit the
successful cycling of the smaller Hornet cartridge.

The bolt head it fitted with a .22 rimfire extractor and a groove
is machined into the bolt head/face to permit the passage of the
ejector and the ejection of the empty case. A weakness in the
design, is the ability of the extractor to hold the empty case onto
the bolt face as the bolt is withdrawn. In the original .303
design, the larger rim of the .303 cartridge case was held in
place by the tapered face of the receiver wall, which constantly
kept the case rim under tension of the extractor. With the much
smaller hornet case, the receiver wall has no such influence and
therefore the empty Hornet case tends to fall away into the
magazine well, meaning the operator has to tilt the rifle to the
right to permit the empty case to fall away.

When I received this rifle, the trigger was single stage only.
Whether this was a factory feature or a previous owners bun-
gling attempt to alter the trigger, I do not know.  As you can see

in the cocking piece image, the sear bent has been ground down, making it impossible to reinstate a two stage trigger.
The only solution was to remove the old cocking piece and replace it with an undamaged one and re-tune the trigger.

Woodwork
When I received the rifle, I believe the forend and upper handguard
where original. The forend had been sporterised, been shortened,
fitted with civilian style sling swivels and checkered as can be seen
above. However the butt assembly had a standard SMLE butt, rather
than the sporterised version as depicted in Skinnerton's publications.
This may be original because the military sling swivel has been replaced
by a sporterised version and therefore I decided to keep it rather than
replace it with a British sporterised butt as shown above.

However, as I planned to fit a scope I did consider fitting a sporterised
.303 No4 butt, but as the SMLE butt may be original, I decided to fit a
replica Enfield cheek pad, thereby providing a superior cheek to butt
weld and the correct eye relief/height.
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Scope mount
The original rifle was designed for iron sights only as scopes and their mounts did not become available until until the
1950’s. Fitting a scope would really improve the rifle accuracy, plus for the older gentlemen like myself, using the SMLE

rearsight becomes a little more difficult as
one reaches more senior years. Therefore
upgrading the rifle with a period scope
mount was a necessity for me. I knew that
Parker Hale had developed the BA-27 model
specially for the SMLE in the 1950’s and
therefore was very fortunate to obtain one.

Amazingly the first two mounting holes per-
fectly aligned with the holes already drilled
in the receiver, which could indicate this

mount had been used previously. However, with the M24’s ejector layout, the
mount required modifying to provide sufficient clearance as can be seen. Having
fitted the mount, it became apparent that the original holes were slightly mis-
aligned vertically with the bore causing the rifle to aim high. Rather than re-
welding the holes and re-tapping, the easiest low tech, low cost solution was to
add a downward cant to the rail, before we went down a more complicated and
costly path.

Using a set of original Parker Hale rings, I initially fitted a period x4 Lyman
All-American scope but found the x4 magnification slightly on the weak side for 100 yard engagements. Therefore, I
fitted a Leupold M8 x6 Scope which complimented the rifle well, gave slightly better magnification and kept the scope
and rifle in proportion.

Range Trails
My first trip to the range was short lived as I had lasered the scope in the workshop, identified the mount misalignment
and a single shot at the range confirmed my findings. Returning to the workshop, I canted the scope rail as discussed
above, refitted the scope and realigned using the laser. Returning to the range for a second visit confirmed there was
plenty of adjustment in the scope elevation drum and therefore my follow-up range test was more fruitful.

I hadn't prepared any special rounds for this rifle, I had some Hornet rounds left over from some work I had done
previously with a BSA Hunter and therefore this first range test was a basic function test and to ascertain if the earlier
groups I had achieved at 30 yards could be maintained at 100 yards.

During the zeroing process, I found the rifle fed and extracted with-
out fault, but ejection was a problem as the empty case slide of the
extractor and onto the magazine platform, requiring me to remove
the empty case by hand or to twist the rifle over.

Although I had repaired the trigger to its two pull configuration, I had
not carried out any fine tuning and therefore the trigger was typically
long and heavy at 5.5 lbs. Lighter than its original SMLE format, I was
surprised at the ease at the way the rifle handled for a converted
military rifle and the negligible recoil made the rifle a pleasure to
shoot.
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Converted sporterised military rifles which are presented to the mar-
ketplace, are often mass produced, cost effective hunting rifles, that
lack the elegant lines of a purposely designed rifle and in my opinion
the M24 is no exception to that rule. Had the rifle still retained the
original butt it would have better lines but the military butt and rear-
sight are a dead giveaway to this rifles heritage.

In my opinion, the .22 Hornet is not the world’s most accurate cartridge
and accuracy can fluctuate from rifle to rifle. Therefore to obtain the
best accuracy, one must seat the bullet as close to the  lands as possi-
ble. The two targets shown, highlight the M24’s capacity to maintain
groups of 1.0” at 100 yards, which is perfectly adequate and very good
for a rifle of this type.

Summary
Whilst not the most elegant of rifles, I think Lithgow and their engineers did an amazing job with this very handy rifle.

Looking on the Internet, some owners have made their rifles more elegant by shortening the barrel and removing the
rearsight, but in doing so have lost the originality of the rifle. The 400 yard rearsight is unique to the rifle and was a
necessity in a time when scopes where expensive and limited to more expensive rifles, which was not the design
concept of this rifle. Lithgow achieved a successful sporting conversion of a military rifle into an effective and
alternative calibre, suitable for the Australian and New Zealand market place. Many thousands of Lee Enfield No1’s &
No4’s where sporterised after the war, but you will never find one that has not retained the .303 cartridge, as the
rimmed cartridge, its action and magazine were difficult to convert, without major alteration and cost.

Authors Note: If any reader knows where I can obtain a spare original Lithgow butt for the M24 as depicted in
Skinnerton’s Australian SMLE variation, I would be very interested in purchasing it.
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